Honda accord power window not working

If you own a Honda Accord, you know they rarely give any trouble. However, if you own a or
older model, you've probably had the experience of hitting the power window button and getting
a sluggish or non-existent reaction. Some power window problems are relatively easy to fix. A
dead motor, the most common cause of failure, requires that you open the door panel and get
your hands dirty. Check the fuses and switches. Your owner's manual and fuse-box cover have
fuse and switch diagrams. Look for the power window relay and power window motor labels.
Tug out the fuse and check it for damage. Check the switches for deterioration or abnormalities.
You can get a new fuse or switch at an auto parts store or super center and easily replace it. Get
out your tool box if you've eliminated fuses and switches as the cause of the problem. Now you
have to remove the door panel to get a better look at your window's power source. For the
driver's side and passenger-side doors, remove the door pad and inner moisture barrier. Use an
upholstery-removal tool to help pry the panel off. The rear windows require that you remove the
two center channel screws at the top of the door frame and two lower bolts in the bottom of the
door. Check under the weather stripping if those bolts aren't evident. Lower the window until
the glass bolts are visible. Use the 10mm socket wrench to remove the bolts in the large and
smaller access holes. Standing at an angle inside the door, tip the glass gently toward the
outside of the door. Pull it out and set it in a secure place. Access the regulator by removing the
front channel and regulator mounting bolts. Older models have additional roller bolts. Use a
digital voltage meter to test regulator power before completely removing it. A reading of less
than 12 means you have a wiring or switch problem. Recheck the fuses and switches. A reading
of 12 means your wiring and switches are getting power to the motor, so the motor is
inoperative for another reason. Remove the motor and regulator. Wear protective gloves and
keep your hands clear of the regulator gear spring. You can expect it to snap abruptly on
removal. Use oil to grease the roller guides and sliding surfaces of the regulator after removing
all the parts. Confirm that the breather pipe is in position to keep water out of your new motor.
Advance the new regulator gear with your gloved hand. Use the collar and mounting bolt to
secure the new motor in place. Replace the front door run channel. Slide the window glass back
into the door. Advance the regulator with the power window control in the door until the glass
mounting bolt holes line up with the access holes. Replace the window mounting bolts. Test for
smooth operation of the window. The window should move up and down easily and form a tight
seal when closed. Tighten or loosen window mounting bolts as needed. This article was written
by a professional writer, copy edited and fact checked through a multi-point auditing system, in
efforts to ensure our readers only receive the best information. To submit your questions or
ideas, or to simply learn more, see our about us page: link below. Step 1 Check the fuses and
switches. Step 2 Get out your tool box if you've eliminated fuses and switches as the cause of
the problem. Step 1 Access the regulator by removing the front channel and regulator mounting
bolts. Step 2 Use a digital voltage meter to test regulator power before completely removing it.
Install New Power Window Motor and Regulator Step 1 Use oil to grease the roller guides and
sliding surfaces of the regulator after removing all the parts. Step 2 Advance the new regulator
gear with your gloved hand. Step 3 Slide the window glass back into the door. Step 4 Test for
smooth operation of the window. Replace the liner and door panel. Dispose of the dead motor.
Tips As you remove the bolts, label or separate them accordingly to aid reassembly when
you're done. Take advantage of model-specific manuals to study diagrams specific to your
model before you begin work. Save yourself some trouble and mark the location of the roller
guide mounting bolts. You'll be glad you did when you're aligning the window later. Contact
auto parts stores and salvage yards about selling your dead motor. Otherwise, check with local
government for safe disposal places for the old motor at recycling centers or
waste-management facilities. New fuses or switches Screwdrivers Upholstery removal tool
10mm socket wrench Digital voltage meter Protective gloves Motor oil Power-window motor.
When removing the glass, don't force it. Although it looks thick, it's still as fragile and
dangerous as any other glass. I have a 97 honda 2 door accord. The drivers window works no
problem. The passenger however does not, i've moved the switch up and down and nothing
happened no noise, so i went to the junkyard and pulled another little switch, hooked it up,
didnt work either. Then i checked all the fuses even under dash again jus to make sure, and all
fuses were good. I even replaced the power window relay with a relay i pulled out of the
junkyard, and replaced it with the relay that operates the radiator fan, still nothing. So i took a
voltameter and checked for power going through the fuse for the passenger side window. The
fuse is not blown, but still no power was going through the fuse. I swapped fuses around on the
box and still no power through the passenger window fuse Im not getting any power to the
motor or anything. So could the master switch on the drivers side door panel cause it to cancel
power to the passenger one. Im wondering if the switch that stops the passenger window from
moving was broken to the on position causing the no power. I get power to everything else on

the passenger door such as locks and moving the mirror around, but not to window. Again all
fuses and relays check out, so what could be my problem. Yes it could be the master switch.
Find the main power wire going to the switch and jump it to a power wire for the passenger
window. If there are only two wires for the passenger switch, its a reversing ground system so if
jumping one doesn't move the window down, try the other. If it works, the master switch is bad.
Then i checked all the fuses even I replace the whole fuse box under the hood by the passenger
side, and everything start working normal. In less than half the time you've spent running to the
junkyard, you could have just tested the motor. See the post below on how to do it. Trending
News. Tiger Woods seriously injured in rollover car crash. Judd makes hour trek home after
shattering leg. FOMO trend is fueling a homebuying surge. COVID pushes some with eating
disorders to get help. For Tiger Woods, golf is secondary at this point. Gerard Depardieu
charged with rape, sex assault in Paris. Poll: Partisan divide over vaccine acceptance grows. Do
you know your privilege? An eye-opening lesson. Official on Woods: He's 'very fortunate' to be
alive. Answer Save. Honda Accord Power Window Problems. This Site Might Help You. How do
you think about the answers? You can sign in to vote the answer. Stpaulguy Lv 7. Still have
questions? Get your answers by asking now. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search
Advanced search Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New posts New profile posts
Latest activity. Members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Everywhere
Threads This forum This thread. New posts. Search forums. JavaScript is disabled. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Thread starter Starsky
Start date Aug 23, Starsky Members. Hi guys, All of a sudden, the passenger window is not
opening nor is the electronic mirror on that side. The driver side is all working fine. The rear
passenger side power window is also working. There seems to be no power going into the
passenger door Further to above problems, I also found out: At the moment, the passenger
window is not working, the passenger mirror is not folding, the boot is not opening from the
button inside the car only opens from the key fob and also the hazards don't come on when I
lock the car!! Someone has mentioned to me that I need to replace the window power control
unit on the passengers side which will solve the problem. I will keep you updated. Messages 13,
Reaction score Location Bristol Car 8th gen 2. From memory it's to do with your passenger side
window switch. This also controls your boot as well. Take it apart and try cleaning the
connections if this doesn't work replace the switch. Here is some diagrams with silent coat
sound deadening on it, inside the door all of the area is covered with it and new speakers.
Sounds like the passenger window switch faulty. It's a multiplex unit hence the cost when you
speak to Honda. I have seen these fail, and the trouble shooting says replace passenger switch
if still doesn't work then replace drivers switch pack. Messages 1 Reaction score 0 Location
Devon Car honda accord. Starsky have you solved this problem? If so, how? My wife's car has
just developed exactly the same syptoms. First noticed after torrential rain but don't know if that
has any relevance. Messages 3 Reaction score 0 Location Scotland Car 2. Hi I have had the
exact same problem, passenger window not working all others fine , passenger side mirror not
folding or adjusting drivers side fine and hazard lights not flashing when I lock the car. Did you
find a solution to the problem? PumpkinHead New Member. For me it's going to be a hefty bill,
as I cannot find the part in any local breakers. I hope that helps. Messages 19 Reaction score 2
Location birmingham Car accord es gt. Same problem here. Exactly the same symptoms. All
working fine now. I don't understand why the Honda dealer mentioned above said its nothing to
do with the passenger switch. Richard B Members. Installing only took 5 mins unit held in with
some clips and pops off and just one connector to unplug and plug straight into new unit.
Everything is now working fine. Messages 1 Reaction score 0 Location cfhn Car honda accord.
A few weeks ago on my Honda Accord 2. So up yours Honda Bridgend.!! Messages 1, Reaction
score Location london Car honda accord. I have this problem as well. Can somebody tell me
how to remove the front passengers switch from the armrest on a 58 plate CDTI Exec. If I attach
it I will just end up breaking it. Thanks Stephen. Hi, Pry up with small flat blade or trim removal
tool, i was able to lift mine up using my hands. I did it. It turned out to be quite easy. Now I just
need to find a new switch. If anyone knows where I can get one please shout. Thanks for the
quick reply. My motor recently developed this issue too. Anyone got the part number handy? I
think I can avoid my local honda dealer too. If you can tell me the year and trim level petrol or
diesel i can get you a part number. Cool, it's , 2. What part do you need is it the motor or
switches which side passenger or drivers? Discontinued part I'm afraid but double check with
dealer. Other than that you'll need to try the breakers. Quick update. After taking mine out out of
the door it was stampted with The rest must been a combination of the donor car being the
estate, mine is saloon, donor had different trim color easy to swap button facia. Thanks to
everyone who posted on this, got this annoying issue resolved easily in the end! Mandzhalas
New Member. Messages 6 Reaction score 0 Car Mk8 2. How much did you pay for it? I have

tought it's a bit too much.. I got one from a breakers yard as well. My car is a 58 plate Exc and
the spare part came from a 10 plate estate Exc. I took the switch out my car so I knew the part
number. The breakers yard gave me the Reg of the donor car and I checked with Honda to see
what the part number would be for that car. They matched so I purchased the item. The breakers
yard then removed the item and posted it to me. Hope this helps. Messages 2 Reaction score 0
Car 2. Hi, I'm new to the board, only registered today when I found this tread which describes
exactly the same symptoms which I am having on my accord 2. I have removed the switch from
the door panel but am unable to remove the wiring harness plug from the switch. It doesn't just
pull out and I can't see the usual retaining clip. There is a white plastic bit to the right of where
the multitude of wires enter the plug but it doesn't seem to move in any direction. You must log
in or register to reply here. Log in. Forums What's new Log in Register Search. I have a 95
honda accord lx. My driver window won't go back up. I took it to a shop and they took the door
panel off and then unplugged the the plug that goes directly to the window motor. They hooked
it directly to a separate battery, and the window went right up. So I know the motor works. My
question is, is there anyway to test whether or not its the switch, or the other black box in the
door that the power runs into after the switch I heard people calling it a module? Any help
would be cool. Do you. Toombs, The electrical contacts inside the power window master switch
for the operaton of the drivers window are not making a good connection when you push
forward on the rocker button. If you are good with electrical "figitting" you may be able to fix it.
Remove the master switch from the door. Remove the switching part with the electrical plug in
part on it from the first piece removed. There is a rubber cover over all the switches. Peel back
the rubber to gain access to the drivers rocker switch. Remove the "pin" the holds the rocker
switch together. It just slides out one side. Under the rocker switch is a small metal rocker
contact piece. Remover this piece and clean the "contacts" with emery cloth or something
similar. Now clean the contact points inside the switch that they touch as well. Put it back
together and "presto", the window goes up and down. The other black box you mentioned is the
power door lock control unit. Good luck. Buying a used one is always a option too but they
come in different colors. This guide can help you test for power with the window wiring
diagrams below to show you how the system works. Please run this test and get back to us.
Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Electrical problem Honda Accord 4 cyl Automatic
miles I have a honda Accord with miles. My power windows do not work at all. On the driver
side there is a master control that can control all the 4 windows in the car, but the switch for the
front passenger side is missing. Could the missing switch be the reason none of my windows
work? If I get another switch will my windows work again? Hi, The missing swith would only
afffect that particular window, but if the main switch is defective, then it can affect all other
windows. Have you checked the fuses under the bonnet? Each window has its own fuse. I have
installed a new window regulator, but the window will not go up or down. If use hand to pull
glass to assist, does it move up when operating the switch? Other Category problem Honda
Accord 4 cyl Wheel Drive Type unknown Automatic miles my two front windows don't roll down
no more. Only the two windows on the back work properly. From there I can roll down the
drivers side AND the passenger side windows. That tells me the motor is still good, but I can't
figure out the rest. Does the door comes with a sensor? I had been driving with this problem for
2 yrs. With just the passenger side window. But 6 months ago the driver side window just
stopped working. So I decided to look it up. Any help will be great thanks. I'm still thinking
about taking the door panel out to check the motor first. What it sounds like to me is a short in
the harness. The wires go through a rubber conduit and it may have been damaged or a wire is
broken. Only the passenger side window is working. All other windows do not work. How does
one go about repairing the other three windowsoes one go about repairing the other three
windows Was this answer. You need to figure out if the others are getting power to the window
motor or not. If they are getting power to the motors then you know the motors are probably
bad. If they aren't then it is probably a problem with the switch. It is easy to tell if you have a
voltmeter. You just need to see if there is battery voltage to the motors when you press the
switch. If there isn't then you need to see if the switch is getting power. If it is then it is probably
a switch problem. Thanks Was this answer. You're welcome. Let me know if you need anything
else. Same car diff problem. The two rear doors can only be opened from the outside. The most
likely problem is that some of the parts inside the door have worn out. You have to remove the
inside door panel and check all the rids and linkage to see why they aren't opening. No problem
Was this answer. Today when I opened all the doors, it opened, when reached my work place, I
was trying to close all the windows, all the windows are closed except the Driver back seat
window. I tried several times to clsoe that window using the button from the driver side as well
as passenger side but I could not. Can any one help me or advise what needs to done. Regards
Srini Was this answer. You might need to take the cover off the door. Remove the inside panel.

What you need to look for is whether the window electrical is the problem or the motor or the
mechanism that raises and lowers the window. There is one relay under the hood but if it were
bad, none of the windows would operate. There are a couple of options. Once you know the
problem, determine what it is you want to do. For instance, take it in and have it repaired, repair
it yourself, or what I have done on a civic with the same problem is to just screw the window up
in place. Thank you for the answers, Just I went to the car repair center. The problem is because
of the some foreign particles gone into it, I think its chuwing gum. Thats why the door is coming
up for one inch. He said it has to open it and remove the particles. Just I would like to know can
I repair it my self using simple screw driver or similar kind of tools. The door panel is snapped
on at the bottom. Use a flat blade to get them loose. Then there is a screw in the door pull and
the door handle as well. Slide the door handle to the right and it should move away from the
panel. Disconnect the wire connection and carefully uncouple the connector to the push rod.
Lift the panel straight up and unplug the wires. Reverse to put back on. When cleaning the door
out use some ArmorAll on the window guides to make them softer again and it helps allow the
window to slide up more easily and probably faster. You should apply on the other doors but
you don't have to take them apart to do it. Rear electric window is stuck down. Trying to remove
the door panel. I removed the screw in the door pull handle and the inside door opening handle
but cannot get the handle out of the door. How do I remove the inside door handle? Also, the
window makes no noise when I push the button for down. When I push for up it just makes a
grinding noise for a second or two then stops. Any suggestion on what I may find when I get the
door panel off? Please login or register to post a reply. Related Window Not Working Content.
Power Windows Not Working? Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Paul Reid. There
is a 20A fuse 15 for the windows, but also a 7. I'd think a dead multiplex would cause many
troubles, but check it anyway. The switches, relays, and multiplex brain are all-in-one. The
factory diagnostic is many pages of tedious tests, and the end result is replace-the-unit. If you
can hot-wire the into working, but not via the switches, replace the whole door-module. A good
auto salvage operation should have these. This is from the 4cyl Accord. The V-6 model is
different in many ways. You'd think they'd use the same window-motor? Fix Your Stuff. Back
Answers Index. Front left power window does not work,20A fuse is ok. What to check next?
Thanks Ivo. Answer this question I have this problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a
good question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score 1. Looks like the window was just stuck. Thanks
anyways Ivo. Most Helpful Answer. Paul Reid Rep: 1 1. Or totally silent? So check the motor.
See attached image from the manual. Was this answer helpful? Score 2. How can I download the
manual? Add your answer tumai will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:. In this setup, each of
the passenger windows receives power from fuses 24, 25, and 26 in the under-dash fuse box.
But those fuses must first be energized by the power window relay and that relay is operated
when the master switch provides ground to the power window relay control coil. If you see good
ground at the master switch, check for control coil power and ground at the power window
relay. If you see that, swap the relay and see if the passenger windows work. Clean and
reinstall. Check continuity to the door switch. If the passenger windows work, replace the
master switch. It has an internal ground fault to the passenger windows. They include wiring
diagrams and technical service bulletins. In most cases, their diagrams are right from the
factory manuals. Pricing: Eautorepair. So you have to refer to the factory legends to learn the
identification symbols and then refer back to circuit diagrams to find the splice and ground
locations. However, Alldatadiy. If you need to dig into your doors, dash or console, Alldatadiy.
Find this article useful? Share it! Categories Accord Window Power Repair. Tags Honda Accord
Power Windows. This Honda Accord came in with the complaint that all three passenger power
windows did not work. Start by locating the interior fuse box and testing for power on the
passenger power window fuses with the ignition on and the lockout switch off, red line
showing. The first three yellow 20 amp fuses in the upper row. Remember the ignition needs to
be on and the lock out switch turned off red line showing. I did not have power to any of those
fuses. I have found that this is the best place to start lifting the panel from. Doing so will allow
the inner side of the switch to come up and then the rest will release without any trouble. Trying
to lift on the outer edge first is more difficult and could mar the plastic with pry marks. Like I
stated earlier the rest of the switch retainer clips release pretty easily one the inner edge is
lifted. Now on to testing. Two things need to be tested. There needs to be power in the white
green wire and both black wires need to have a constant ground. Luckily this was s straight
forward test as shown with the meter reading below. For this test the lockout switch needs to be
on meaning that the red line is not visible. If I would not have had a clear reading I would have
had to of used other tests to chassis ground and battery voltage in order to determine if there
was a broken wire or other issue somewhere. The terms on and off are strange in reference to
this switch. As far as user function is concerned the switch is considered on or lock out

function activated when the button is pushed in and the red line is not showing. It is considered
off or the function unlocked when the button is in the out position with the red line showing.
Electrically it is just the opposite. The switch grounds that wire and turns the relay on by
applying a ground to the circuit. That is why the voltage drops. So turning the switch off
functionally is electrically turning the switch on to complete the relay circuit. To extend the life
of the switch assembly it should be left in the on position without the red line showing. Now
what to do if you need the passenger power windows to function but the switch is faulty and
you do not have the funds for a new one. You can apply a temporary ground to that wire, turn
the ignition on and operate the windows. You cannot leave the added ground in place though as
it will keep the relay energized even with the key off and the battery will go dead. This will result
in having to hold the momentary switch in the on position and operate the desired window
switch at the same time. Releasing the momentary switch will deactivate the circuit and lockout
the passenger windows. My choice is to always install a new factory master window switch
when there is a failure but I do understand that circumstances sometimes dictate another path.
If you replace the power window switch you will need to do some minor relearn and
programming procedures. First of all the vehicle remotes will need to be programmed to the
vehicle once the power window switch assembly has been replaced. Within 1 t0 4 seconds
press remote lock or unlock button with the remote pointed towards the power window switch
assembly. Repeat this process for a total of four times making sure to never let more than 4
seconds transpire between actions. At the end of the fourth cycle you should hear the door
locks activate on their own. As soon as the movement is heard push the lock or unlock button
one more time. This is when the actual remote transmitter code is stored. The rest of the actions
you took are merely getting the system into learn mode. If you have more remotes that you want
to program to the vehicle simply aim them at the power window switch and press the lock or
unlock button once. The door locks should cycle indicating the remote was learned. This must
be done within 10 seconds of the very first remote being learned. A total of three remotes can
be learned to a vehicle. I recommend choosing either the lock or unlock button at the beginning
and using that same button function the whole way through the programming procedure.
Repeat step three more times. These actions are performed to clear out the old stored memory.
Now the system is ready to learn the new positions. If the window still does not work in AUTO,
repeat the procedure several times, paying close attention to the 5 second time limit between
steps. If it still does not work, you will need to diagnose the system using a scan tool then
relearn the positions. This can be done by turning the ignition on and pushing the down button
and holding it down for seconds after the window bottoms out. Again hold the switch in that
position for an additional seconds. Switch the ignition off and back on. Test the window for
proper auto down and auto up functions. This method works on many vehicles. You must be
logged in to post a comment. Skip to content. The voltage stayed the sameâ€¦. This is the
expected and real voltage with the new switch assembly installed â€¦. Remote Programming:
First of all the vehicle remotes will need to be programmed to the vehicle once the power
window switch assembly has been replaced. Turn the ignition on, position II. Within 1 to 4
seconds turn the ignition off. Turn the key off and remove it from the ignition. Test all remotes
to confirm their operation. Turn the ignition switch ON position II. NOTE: step must be done
within 5 seconds of each other. Turn the ignition switch OFF. These actions are performed to
clear out the old stored memory Wait 1 second. Share Your Experience: Cancel reply You must
be logged in to post a comment. I have a Honda Accord and the passenger and back power
windows quit working all at once. The drivers window works fine and the child safety lock is not
engaged. Any ideas what would cause this to happen? My best guess is the motors are
malfunctioning or there is a wiring or switch issue. Check the switchs, check the wires and if all
else fails replace the motors. Jonathan answered 8 years ago. Jonathan, I have the same issue
with my 07 accord. The driver side window works but all other windows are not working. What
could be the issue? I know you said it's the switch. Where do I find this switch? Thanks
Jonathan for your response. Could you point me to the exact switch that I need to replace? Is it
located on the driver door or passenger? I would appreciate the exact name for the switch if
there is any. Thank you. Domenic answered 8 years ago. With my 07 accord I am having the
same issue, the only working window is the drivers and no other window works. When I try and
lower the window for the back I can hear it trying to go down by the electric swtich going but it
doesnt go down Any advise? I dont want to buy 3 new motors and wondering what I should do. I
have a Honda Accord the driverside window works but other 3 windows dont, but when u hit the
master switch on drivers door to try to roll other 3 windows down you can hear the switch click
at the switch on the door ur trying to roll the window down at. I had the same problem with my
Accord and foud that the problem is the child protection switch in the master window control
unit was not resetting. The fix worked perfectly except that I had to reprogram the keyless entry.

Joshua answered 6 years ago. Jonathan answered 6 years ago. My key less entry doesn't work
either after I replaced the master Window control unit. Daniel answered 6 years ago. I used an
old cell phone charging wire. Jeff answered 6 years ago. I have the same problem everyone else
is having. Wl answered 6 years ago. It's the Master switch. I also fixed the switch like Daniel did.
I have a Accord with same issue. For my understanding, do I use 2 jumper wires? Yes, thats
how I did it, soldering it would work better, and then electrical tape, its a tight fit under control
housing so use a smaller 15 amp fuse. Does the main switch come out easily or do I need to
remove parts of the door? I just checked, there is no space!!! How the heck did you guys put a
jumper cable in there??? What happens with the all the pins that go into the connector when
you have the jumper cable in? Brooks answered 5 years ago. I had power window issues with
my 03 accord. First the passenger the driver side stopped working. I troubleshot To what I
beleived was window regulator motor malfunction. I order parts for both from 1aauto. With 3
hrs, YouTube and a friend I repaired both windows. It wasn't extermely difficult. Racheal
answered 5 years ago. Terome answered 5 years ago. I had the same problem so I took Daniel's
advice and now they work just fine! Thanks Daniel. Wade answered 5 years ago. Too many
Honda owners have this same issue with their vehicles. Honda should provide the fix at no
charge. Especially since the issue does result from a worn out part. My problem started after
using my key remote to lower my windows. As owners of these good cars we shouldn't have to
jump thru hoops to get this resolved. I ordered a switch for 65 bucks from switchdoctor. New
switch fixed the problem. I didn't and my alarm was going off non stop. Daniel answered 5 years
ago. I found that that after putting a new switch in eventually I have to be really close to my car
for the fob to work. I put a new battery in and still like 2 ft max any thoughts? Wrong battery
perhaps. Auto zone isn't the best. Cobbler answered 5 years ago. This works. Thanks to those
above who suggested it. It didn't disable the child safety lock either. I haven't found ANY
negative consequences from having done this! I took it to the Honda place and they wanted
dollars to replace the master switch. Using this pic and the above comments as a guide, I
hooked up the green and black wires and now all 4 windows work! All but driver's side weren't
working. I also just cut up an old charger to get a wire. No soldering here - twisting did the trick.
Just for everyone who is using the jump wire fix So if you leave your car for a few days it will kill
your battery. I went on vacay for a week and came back to a dead battery. Just an FYI. And to
the guy who used an unshielded paper clip Be safe. Thom answered 5 years ago. What is the
exact switch you are doing the fix to? I assume it's in the driver side door? No, Thom. The
driver's door was the only one that worked at all. The wireover job made them all work again.
And as far as draining the battery, it doesn't and I have found no negative consequences from
having done it. Just like in the pic posted by Cobbler above, I did it and poof Don't know if it
drains battery yet since I just fixed it today. Everyone should just fix this without replacing the
master switch because you would have to re-prog some of the features. The thing NOT to do is
to dismantle the master control switch. Also, to be on the safe side, I wrap all the exposed wires
with plastic tape any 99c cheap tape seem to do the trick. Shame on Honda for not fixing this
despite substantial complaints. Regal Fineboy answered 4 years ago. Thom answered 4 years
ago. Can anyone tell me where the switch is located? In the door? Under the hood? Cobbler
answered 4 years ago. Thom: It's the main 4-way switch in the driver's door. Regal Fineboy:
You're welcome. Glad to help! Donald answered 4 years ago. I have a 91 Honda Accord EX that I
had for quite awhile N my driver side door works N my passenger side did but the back doors
haven't worked, I have straight wired all three passenger windows N they work but will not work
with button on each door or with driver door button have switches buttons on the three N still
don't work. Can anyone give me a hint to wat has happened and also cud I try the jumper idea
spoke of on this yr of car? Any and all suggestions will be greatly appreciated. Jason answered
4 years ago. Do what cobbler pic says two black wires to the green and yellow wire it works,
untill u have enough to get a main switch i tried it works thanks for the pic cobbler quick and
easy. Michael answered 4 years ago. Thank you cobbler for the picture and Daniel for the the
wire over solution! As a smoker solving this problem was critical I own a Honda Accord. With
any electrical work you should first disconnect the battery to avoid a short and blowing a fuse. I
used a lighter to strip a small section of each of the wires described in cobblers picture, then
cannibalized an old charger for the for the splice wire, I twisted and tightly braided the wires
then wrapped them with a hardy bit of electrical tape. Be sure to insulate the wire splice with
something electrical tape wire nut rubber strip of duct tape. I believe the battery drainage issue
stems from the splice becoming grounded or touching the relay itself. I have not had the battery
drainage issue but if I do I will post with the problem and solution. Attached is a YouTube video
for accessing the drivers side window control module. I also attached cobblers picture. Mata
answered 4 years ago. Any bad notes? Guys, Same problem with my Accord. I lowered all four
windows using the key remote, and only the driver's window would operate thereafter. The

other three would not work from the driver's door or from their separate door switches. Turned
out I had inadvertently hit the window lockout switch; when I reset it, all worked normally. I've
never owned a car where the window lockout switch disabled any windows from the driver's
door, much less three out of four, but that's how the Honda is wired. Before you attempt any of
the jump wire fixes suggested or buy a new master switch, check the lockout button. Chad
answered 4 years ago. Hey everyone I have the same problem in my 05 Accord coupe. I bought
a new master switch and I was so happy that I came 3 days earlier than expected. Replaced it
but the passenger window still doesn't work with the new switch. You can hear the clicking at
passenger window switch. I'm so. Upset I was for sure the switch would fix the problem.
Thanks, Daniel!!! This also works for Honda Odyssey. Looks like they have the same switch. Hi
guys I was having the same problem with my 07 Accord's windows so I took it to a garage and
the guy connected two wires on the switch and the windows started working. I don't know
which wires he connected but he did tell me that the switch is faulty. The windows work
perfectly but there a few thing that I noticed and wanted to know if others have also seen these:
1. When I use the window lock button the windows don't roll down from the driver's door
buttons but they still roll down from the other door switches. It is as if the lock button only
works for the driver's door buttons. Has anybody else noticed these things after they jumped
the wires? If it is only me then how can I solve these problems? Yes - Saifmaniar mine did this
too "2. Doe answered 4 years ago. Turn the ignition switch ON II. Move the driver's window all
the way down by using the driver's window DOWN switch. Open the driver's door. NOTE: steps
4 - 7 must be done within 5 seconds of each other. Turn the ignition switch OFF. Push and hold
the driver's window DOWN switch. Release the driver's window DOWN switch. Repeat steps 4 7 three more times. Wait 1 second. Pull up and hold the driver's window UP switch to the AUTO
UP position until the window reaches the fully closed position, then continue to hold the switch
for 1 second. If the window still does not work in AUTO, repeat the procedure several times,
paying close attention to the 5 second time limit between steps. My 03 coupe does not have that
wiring configuration. I do not understand this problem as ALL diagrams show 2 black wires
occupying the first 2 terminals on the master switch. Doe, it does look slightly different but
mostly the same to me. You connected 1 and 3 didn't you? Yes I jumped them This gives me
passenger window control ONLY through the passenger door switch. The grounding of that
circuit operates the master switches control of the rest of the windows by closing the circuit of
that relay. Only the passenger and in case of 4 door the rear windows. Also the child safety lock
out cuts the ground to that relay to prevent operation by kids. If your lock out is defective this
will cause the windows not to function. If you listen carefully when engaging the child lock out
and disengaging you should hear the relay clicking under the left of dash above the fuse box.
The relay is hidden above the fuse block. You have to remove the entire kick panel to get to the
relay. Doe, is that yo reset the passenger windows and back window the steps you added , or
just to reset the driver window. I jumped all the window like the other comment said worked fine
but want to just have it normal. MATA: The reset is for the 'auto' up and down for the 'drivers
window' and for the remote to control the windows. If you jumped the connectors cobblers way
you have just improved the grounding circuit of the power windows. It is still 'normal" per say,
just improved the original design. Hope this helps. If you are not seeing the images there is
something up with your browser. I tried the Cobbler method on a Accord, and it fixed the back
windows but the passenger side is still not working. The passenger side clicked, eventually
went down, and it took forever to get it to go back up. It is currently not cooperating at all. Is
there another way to get the front passenger window operational again? Doe, thanks for the
additional info. So i was able to use the jumper cable to fix the issue. The thing I find weird is
that I had access to another driver panel from another 07 accord - when i replaced it with the
original from my car all windows worked! Its as if the issue is in the driver control panel But if I
understand correctly, the relay that you mention is defective is the one you mention that is
hidden near the fusebox. To properly fix this issue would pulling the relay and checking for the
issue there be the proper solution? How difficult would this be? There have been numerous
problems with window switch control units internal grounding from the PCB inside that driver
control unit. The relay has to be functioning as it controls the other 3 doors 4 door passenger
door if a coup. If the other doors are working then the relay is working, However, That relay is
not used to control the driver door window no relay involved. Getting to it is only problematic
because the trim panel surrounding the fuse box has to be removed to get to it. Other than that,
it just plugs in like a fuse would. It appears you do not have to do this. The "cobbler" method
works thanks Should i be concerned? Jonathan answered 4 years ago. One under the kick
panel on the drivers side under dash AND under hood in the engine compartment fuse box? By
sticking that metal strip in the switch, you could have easily shorted the circuit and blew a fuse.
LeanneGates answered 4 years ago. All I had to do was turn the safety switch off. I don't ever

use it and never thought of it. I was reading in the car and must have turned it on when my arm
was on the armrest. Doe, thanks for trying to help guide me in fixing my problem, but my
mechanic friend looked at it a few days ago and found out the motor was burned out, from me
not sliding the little slider inside the slot on the circuit board, where it was lined up to the center
mark every time after i used it, so he said it was as if i held the window up button and just held it
there constantly, even know the window was up and there was'nt any more room for it to go up
with, and therefore burned up the motor. Safal answered 4 years ago. Hi Doe, I have a coupe.
Could you explain how do we jump ours for my passenger side window to work? Do i do 1 and 3
or different sets of wires? Please let me know. Safai: 1 2 and The passenger doors and rear
doors on the sedan operate off the relay under the left kick panel above the fuse block. This
could be your problem. This will supply that switch with 12v and will operate the door ONLY
from that switch. Don't leave this jumped it could cause other problems. Make sure your child
safety lock-out is working and it is off. Also your fuses. You have individual door fuses in the
kick panel on the left inside under dash AND under the hood fuse area. Doe, my driver window
does'nt work again! You don't have to buy a 'honda' oem but you get what you pay for. The
modification to the old motor was a temporary fix at best. Jonathan: The left front on a sedan is
the most likely to go out, you're right its the most used. Sometimes the others go out from lack
of use and lock up in the track. Then people lean on the switches thinking its going to make it
move through force, Its a human thing. Sometimes breaking the switch AND burning out the
motor. When you get the part you will get the entire mechanism, referred to as the "Window
Regulator":. EBay, Amazon, and I use on occasion, Even AutoZone and others carry the part.
The good thing about local purchase is the warranty. Good Luck. Jonathan: If you look closely
you will see that the guide assembly and track are permanently attached to the motor. You can
take the motor apart but actually removing it would be extremely difficult if at all. Then
reassembly would be next to impossible if you accidently moved any of the pieces as not they
would be out of sync and the window wouldn't go all the way up or all the way down. Some
early GM models allowed you to remove the motor and buy separately, however I have not seen
a honda regulator for quite some time come this way. The price for a GM motor back in the day
was 30 bucks, the complete regulator was No, the motor mounting would be reversed, and
looking at my old regulator assembly, The motor assemblies from all venders is twice the cost
of the regulator. Autozone shows a motor price It appears that the mounting brackets cannot be
exchanged either. The motors gear direction and position is mirrored. You could go to a salvage
yard and get one or even convert it to a manual and get rid of the motor assembly completely.
Modifying the door panel trim to accept the crank handle. The door frames should be the same. I
have to do this fix for a friend's Accord 4-door. Can I get the master switch out of the door
without removing the door panel? Or does the door panel need to come off? I believe the is the
same. You have to carefully pry up from the outside rear of the escutcheon. Lift up and back.
Boilermaker13 answered 4 years ago. I have a slightly different problem and would apprecaite
some advice on how to solve it. I bought an 07 Accord 2 months ago, It had the window switch
replaced 1 year ago because only the driver window worked. All windows worked when I bought
it but now when I roll up the driver's window using the auto up feature, it will roll down about 2"
after going all the way up. It will repeat this pattern whenever I use the auto up control. The
window will roll up and stay up using the manual up. The remote auto roll down feature works
fine when I use the FOB. If the window is binding in any way it will cause a false trigger. Do each
bullet in step 4 within 5 seconds of each other. The front passenger's power window must be
reset from the front passenger's power window switch. Turn the ignition switch to ON II. Move
the power window all the way down by using the power window DOWN switch. Move the power
window all the way down using the power window DOWN switch. Pull up and hold the power
window UP switch until the power window is all the way up, then continue to hold the switch for
1 second. If the power window still does not work in AUTO, repeat the procedure several times,
paying close attention to the 5 second time limit between steps. Thanks Doe. I ran my finger
around the edge of the seal and found nothing. I then sprayed the side tracks with silicone. I'll
try the reset procedure this weekend and follow-up with you. Sorry this is leading down a
different path than the original question. I thought it may be related. Dolphinswin10 answered 3
years ago. I've got the same problem as Chad. I have a accord coupe and my passenger window
will not go down. However it does make a clicking noise when u attempt to bring it down. The
driver side window cooperates mostly but not all the time. Quite often I'll try to lower my driver
window and it won't go; then I'll wait maybe 15 seconds or 30 sometimes and it will. However
I'm mostly concerned about getting the passenger window to go down. Jeff answered 3 years
ago. To expose this "switch" and add a jumper do I have to remove the entire driver side door
panel or can I access it through the armrest? Doe answered 3 years ago. I have a Accord and
had the same experience. Drivers side window works but the other 3 do not. I too got a clicking

noise but no movement from the 3 windows. I carefully used a putty knife to take the panel off,
access the switch, and there are 2 connecters. I got 1 connecter off, which was the smaller one
side mirrors , could not for the life of me get the larger connector off. I then put the keys back in
the ignition, I tried the windows again and they worked! I did not replace anything, my best
guess is that a wire might be a bit loose, and while wrestling with it to get the connecters off I
may have put it back in place. Anyway, I was able to get my passenger window back up, all
windows, locks and mirrors work. Not real sure what I did but before replacing anything I would
try to do what I did. Zero cost and took about 20 minutes of my time. More than likely I will not
use the 3 windows much simply because I don't trust it. You probably did what you said.. If you
could not get the connector off It can happen when small kids in the car push the switches and
hold them down heating up the circuit or people resting their forearms on top also. Glad you got
it figured out.. Sahil answered 3 years ago. Hi Doe, i m a noob with cars so please bear.. I would
start at the fuse block and check that all are good. Later years had two different locations for
window fuses. Each having its own fuse. Fuses don't blow for no apparent reason, so replacing
them won't necessarily fix the problem. If the fuses are good, I would suspect the relay s this is
where I do not know how exactly the circuit is laid out. You would have to google a schematic
for it. Sage05accord answered 3 years ago. Have a accord sedan, slightly had my windows
cracked open in the rain the other day and I'm guessing maybe some water got in. The windows
all worked that day because I rolled them up when I realized after about 2 hours of light rain.
Next day only drivers side window worked. Like others I only hear a click when trying to roll
down other 3. Should I replace the switch or try the jumper? I checked all fuses and all are okay.
I did notice under the hood there is 40 fuse instead of the 50 that's recommended in my manual.
I suspect that's okay though since it's been there for maybe 12 years. I just picked up gauge
quick splices at autozone and will try that out first. The gauge quick splice worked! This thread
is full of awesome people, thanks for all your input. I'm still curious if I should only use this as a
temporary fix and still replace the main switch or leave as is with the splice? Check out the
Honda airing out with the windows down today! Guru9CR4V answered 3 years ago. So this
thread was very helpful. The jump wire worked perfectly though there may be something to
reports that it being a constant drain on the battery. When I hooked it up, I immediately heard a
click with no key in the ignition so it now has some sort of constant power. The battery was
dead a week later. Truth be told, this vehicle is sitting and will be sold soon. Perhaps if there's a
drain on the battery, it's not noticed if the car is driven on a regular basis. As I said, this thread
was very helpful in identifying the problem and ruling out the motors. If there is in fact a drain
on the battery, I will replace the switch and remove the jumper wire. G9CR - This 'drain' I believe
is necessary for remote activation using the key fob keyless entry. Guru9HMGQ answered 3
years ago. Worked like a charm, BUT now my automatic sliding side doors have stopped!
GuruYN answered 2 years ago. If you look at the wiring diagram there is a separate relay for the
passenger and rear windows. I f there is no power at the the fuses the relay is probably bad.
JayWizzle answered 2 years ago. I have an 06 Accord with the same issue. Will try rhe Cobbler
and Doe method. Will let you guys know how it turns out. Angel answered 2 years ago. Doe
answered 2 years ago. Angel: In regards to your sunroof, make sure that all debris are removed
from the track, use compressed air if possible then some WD40 to loosen the junk accumulated
around the position switches in the back and sides of the tracks. When done some white lithium
spray grease on the tracks, using sparely. GuruZNMP1 answered 2 years ago. I have replaced
the master switch and that did not fix the window problems as explained by others. Is the jump
the only answer? Somewhere within the loom a ground has been severed. My best guess is in
the door jam area where the loom passes through into the door. This kills the ground plain on
the PCB in the master switch. This is MHO, and is speculation as I have never found the culprit,
and now the grandkids Accord is among the dead in the wrecking yard. The local auto parts
store consultant suggested that this not be done for fear of an electrical fire and short. What are
your thoughts? You are merely giving the ground a new path so that the master switch can
function. In actuality the fact that the master has no ground is a cause for concern, so far as an
electrical fire goes. This circuit is protected by MANY fuses. You could increase this protection,
if you wish by using a fused jumper. Get an inline fuse connector with two leads and a push in
fuse. JakeyR answered 2 years ago. My Accord is a Clicks on the 3 not working. So power was
available, they were getting a signal but not flowing electricity, so the analysis of a lost ground
makes much sense. I used the splices mentioned by phillip07 about one year ago and it worked
perfectly. Splice the two wires, just as the Cobbler picture shows and you are done. I used a
plastic tool against the clips on the OUTSIDE of the switch housing - opposite to the back
window switches and the front well for the front switches, then released the top clip and it was
out with a bit of persuasion. Overall, this was an easy fix. Everything is working fine, including
the roll-down of all 4 windows. Alex answered 2 years ago. Hi everyone. I would NOT

recommend jumping pins except as a quick-fix. It does indeed drain the battery with 80mA
passing through my ammeter. The real problem is that on teh circuit board, vibrations and poor
plastic mount design cause the laminate to wear through, exposing a trace. When moisture gets
in which will happen over time the trace corrodes and the plastic easily breaks the trace,
causing this notorious "driver works, but none of the other 3 do but I still hear relay clicks
coming from those doors" problem. The real solution is to solder to fix the trace and trim plastic
to prevent future problems. A coat of super glue over the trace or electrical tape is a good idea
after fixing. If this type of work isn't in the cards, then you can find a used one. You can remove
your radio control module and swap if you want and not have to reprogram - but that requires
removal of the circuit board. Doe, MANY of the users report that replacing the master switch
actually works! If it doesn't the Power Window Relay is likely defective or the corresponding
fuse is blown. As the for the "drain" being present, this is false - shorting pins 1 and 3 bypasses
the relay that would otherwise only be energized ONLY when the transmitter allows - the circuit
is not "live" during standby. First of all, this is a thread about 1st Gen accords for the most part,
at least this is where my comments were limited and also the original person that suggested the
fix. Secondly, all the 'references' to buying a switch and it fixing their problem, start out by
stating, I have a different problem or similar problem. No doubt that in some cases it is the
switch. Your diagnoses of 80mA is not the common drain amounts again on the accords and in
07 and up various models at different years the system was dramatically changed and the
odyssey was completely different. The design of the master is of a completely new production
model. The relays 'on the 1st Gen accords' were rarely the cause even after 15 years. Now
granted I live in CA and don't have to deal with subzero temps, but then again those temp will
weed out weak batteries regardless of this patch. Lastly, If the switch or relay was 'always' the
fix, then this thread would not even been started. Certainly wouldn't be chronic over many early
years and specific models. This is just one web page, do a search and you will find 10x the
posts. I believe that there is a difference in the relays of the older accords, they were a 2 stage
relay not just single which may be the reason your example of an 'out of subject' model reacted
different. I don't think the wiring is even close to the 1st Gen accords, which would definitely
cause unforeseen problems. I remeasured mine to mA. Small, but So one could say your battery
would drain approx twice as fast with this hack. Listen to your over use of technical jargon to
feel superior and the need to be right about something? AND if you have a little bit of
knowledge put a two pole switch in between, and when your done driving for the day.. Enough
already I'd be happy knowing that if I go on a trip twice as long, my battery will still be ready
when I return. I do think that putting a switch in between is an acceptable solution, but if you're
going to solder anyway you may as well just fix the trace and be done with it. L answered 2
years ago. GuruTBT47 answered 2 years ago. And all the windows works fine. I take off the
needle. And that reset the main thing. All is ok. Andy answered 2 years ago. I used a fork
connector end to connect wire 1 and 3 on my mother-in-law's Accord. It's the perfect width and
you and shove the forks between the housing and wire ends. No splicing or soldering
necessary. GuruT6MNC answered 2 years ago. After seeing Andy's fork connector I took a 3
amp fuse and jammed it in the 1 and 3 slot and it worked like a charm I have a Honda Accord
and couldn't find a matching power window master switch so this was a great work around
CassieO1 answered 2 years ago. I have a question. I have the problem discussed above but in
reverse. Only the passenger window rolls down. It works from both driver and passenger
switch. No other windows work. Would the splice work? It is for a 91 Honda Accord. In the
instance of the issues most of the other people here were having, you could hear clicking at the
motor switch. If you aren't hearing anything at all Mike answered 2 years ago. I live in a 2nd
floor apartment complex building! Although I am alittle concerned about the battery drainage.
Should I just wait and see what happens or should I just get a replacement master window
switch and patch up the cuts from the wiretap? GreasyTeeze answered 2 years ago. Thanks to
everyone here windows work great again!!! Just did the jumper trick and all is good again! Easy
peasy!! The jump pin 1 to pin 3 worked on my honda accord. I dont know if it will drain your
battery or not but I know there is constant power to the windows because I can roll them down
without the key being in a fwd position. Sveno answered about a year ago. Hi Doe and everyone.
Driver window came down half way. Dash lights fuel gauge etc quit at same time. No windows
work. Checked fuses. Any tips appreciated. Need window up and fuel gauge. Jose answered
about a year ago. All windows work from there Switches on there doors but the right rear wont
go down from the Master Switch it will go up if i use the switch from that rr door to roll down.
What is the FIX? Could it be a relay if so where would that relay be located at? Try plugging in
mini fuse in position 1 black and position 3 white green.. I used a 7 amp that way its safer then a
hard wire connection With mine.. I push button and 3 windows do not work, push again and 3
windows work. I assume if I keep the button in this position where the 3 windows do not work

â€¦ in child protect mode Guess will find out, but beats going for a new part if this work..
Cobbler's jump worked on my Ridgeline. I used the wire from a twist-tie -- couldn't get the 3 amp
fuse to make the connection. Thanks so much all! I had that Kool-Aid grin too, when it worked:
nice project to do with my son. I include the Ridgeline wiring harness -- looks about the same,
but our wire looked a little whiter than the wire in Cobbler's picture. I used Cobbler's method for
my 07 Accord and it worked perfectly! Thanks everyone!!! I have a accord lx replaced master
window switch and regulator and motor on passenger's side and passenger side still dont work.
Does it have a fuse for just that side. Vwspeedwagon answered about a year ago. Same as Jose
above, my rear windows go up with the master but they won't go down. They work fine from
their own switches up and down. Child safety lock is off and i tried the jumper wire out of
desperation, too but no change. Tried a known working replacement master from another car
and tested mine in the other car. They both worked fine in the other car. Made no difference in
my car. I also have a Accord and at one point was having the same exact issues where driver
window was the only one that worked. But then after some time even the driver window stopped
working. I plan on trying to Cobbler method so hopefully that still works and my issue isnt
something else. Driver side window switch still clicks when I try to put the window down but no
motion. GuruMHJ5P answered 9 months ago. I found out the problem was one of the harnesses
next to the fuse box by driver door were loose i pushed in all the harnesses and the windows
started working again. Hope this helps someone. Kendall answered 9 months ago. Thanks to all
you who gave advice. Thank you to Alex as I think your answer fits my situation the best. I had a
daily hours drive and the windows sometimes driver sometimes passenger would roll up or
down by themselves. At other time I would pull up to the fast food window and mine would not
roll down, at first then it would. To make this shorter. They did all sorts of different things. Now
here I am a bench tech and I have seen similar things to what Alex said about the lamination
coming apart. I will take some pics after I take out the switch. I used to make a similar fix on
laptop power port jacks all the time. I hope I get to pull out my Weller solder pencil!! I did same
as others, connected first 3 wires and it drained the battery completely. I used soldering and
then electrical tape on top, any suggestions? I did the jumper wire fix about four years ago,
thank you all who posted about that. I do know, If the car sits for more than two days, it won't
start. Found that out when I parked it at the airport for a trip. It really wasn't an issue till I bought
another car, SUV to drive in the winter and now if I don't run the Honda every other day it has to
be charged up. Here is my question: If I want to fix it right so this battery drain stops, how do I
do that? Order the switch? Or is it a ground issue?? Any help or suggestion is appreciated. Dan
answered 5 months ago. Cobbler's hack worked for me too. Those who are worried about
battery drain are misunderstanding what I think this hack does. After some electrical testing, I
think the issue we're all experiencing is a defective child lock switch. The child lock switch
normally sends current to the other 3 window motors when NOT activated, and cuts that current
when activated. When the child lock switch fails, current isn't sent to the other 3 window motors
regardless of the position of that switch, so the motors refuse to operate. The hack simply adds
current back in - permanently - so the child lock switch becomes inoperable. This hack is
putting the car in the exact same position it is normally in when a working child lock switch is in
the Unlocked position. The black wire we're tapping into doesn't carry current when the car is
off no engine or accessory mode. So this hack can't drain a battery any better than leaving a
working child lock switch in the Unlocked mode with the car off would drain a battery. Only
when the car receives accessory power is ignition on power does that black wire receive
current, send the current to the other 3 motors the same way a working child lock sends current
when in the Unlocked position, and all works. All you've changed by inserting this hack is
removed the ability to Child Lock e. Guru94TJNS answered 5 months ago. I have a model v6, 3. I
removed that relay and took a simple wire and inserted one by one to the relay terminals short
or jump the relay connection and tried to operate the windows and it worked. Now I am waiting
for the same configuration relay for replacement. Or else I will just fix the wire with a proper
fasner connection. JakeyR answered 5 months ago. ALL -- I did the jumper for the switch years
ago. The car is NOT driven regularly, and after a few days, the battery drained. Removal of the
jumper fixed that problem, but still left the back and front passenger windows inoperative. The
fix is much easier than the jumper. There are multiple suppliers. Mine came from SwitchDoctor
and was a plug in that required a minimum of programming. Their site tells you how to program
the auto function and the radio module. After dealing with dead batteries, driving the car just to
charge the battery and repeated fixing and replacement of the jumper removal to test battery
drain , the simplest and most durable fix is so simply REPLACE the switch. Even if you do NOT
reprogram, all the windows will work immediately. Just BUY the right switch and save your time
and effort. Make your life easy - replace the switch, it ain't hard. EJFK answered 4 months ago.
The 1st pin black wire to 3rd pin green wire also works on Acura TSX for anyone wondering.

Guru9DQX2H answered 3 months ago. The jumper method definitely works, and it definitely
drains your battery. I have had to jump my car so many times, I'm sure the battery is trashed. I
ordered a new control unit. GuruFYX answered about a month ago. For all those people worried
about the battery drain you can just use a small on- off push switch instead of a wire to join the
1st and 3rd pin. Just make sure the switch is on the outside and that you turned off when not in
use. It looks weird but still better than the battery drain. JakeyR answered about a month ago.
Guru9W4NB4 answered 5 days ago. Any ideas what would cause this Neither power window
works from the switch on either door. Years ago, the driver's window was intermittent required
playing with the switch. My son has had the car for some years, and now both ar My power
windows do not work anymore but everything else does door locks, radio etc. I was told I would
need to replace the whole fuse box. I have a 91 Honda Accord EX that I had for quite awhile N
my dr
2000 ford sedan
1998 toyota corolla radio fuse
1998 nissan altima wiring diagram
iver side door works N my passenger side did but the back doors haven't worked, I have
straight wired all three passenger windows N t Windows dont move just make a clicking sound,
locks only work if the car is running, checked all fuses from the hood the kick panel and the
inline fuse to the alarm box which reminds me that the alarm I have a different car. Content
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